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Suggestions, pp. 262–63
6. In Acts 17:16-32, Paul preaches to Greeks in Athens and identifies their “Unknown God” as the
God he is preaching. On the other hand, the author of 1 John condemns other religious communities as
marked by the Antichrist, the spirit of error.
7. Leslie Marmon Silko (b. 1948), a Laguna Pueblo author, is recognized as a major figure in the
Native American Renaissance of literature and the arts. In her short story “The Man to Send Rain Clouds”
(1974), the sheepherder Teofilo is found dead, and the community buries him using their traditional ritual.
Note that the local Catholic church displays symbols of Christ as the Lamb. The Franciscan priest is then
asked to sprinkle water on the grave, which the people view as a ritual that will bring rain, even though the
Christian meaning is to mark the grave with the sign of one’s baptism. Discussion of this story can focus
on the syncretistic beliefs and practices that are maintained by some Christians around the world.
8. The 1994 novel Knowledge of Angels by English novelist Jill Paton Walsh (b. 1937) is the most
philosophical novel suggested for this semester’s reading. Walsh presents as it were a postmodern engineer
who finds himself on a medieval island, on which to escape execution as an atheist, he is catechized with
Thomistic proofs of the existence of God, which he politely refutes. The happenstance of the town’s finding
a wild child who has never heard about God offers the local ecclesiastical authorities a way to test whether
knowledge of God is inherent. The phrase “knowledge of angels” refers to a medieval speculation about
divine truth.
9. The 2010 film Of Gods and Men narrates the devotion and the doubts of a community of Cistercian
monks who operated a clinic and ministered in other significant ways to a Muslim village in Algeria. In
1996, seven of the community were martyred by Muslim terrorists. The monks’ hesitancy to leave for a
safer monastery arises in part from their Trappist vow of stability: since they are to live and die in the
community in which they first reside, monks will not continually seek a better monastery. Discussion of the
film can focus on the monks’ decision to live in faithfulness to the truth of their vows, despite the likelihood
of their deaths.

13. Conclusion
Crucifix, p. 265
In 1525, the Flemish artist Jean Bellegambe the Elder (1470–1535) painted this crucifix as part
of Triptych of the Mystic Bath. Christian theology speaks of baptism as being washed in Christ’s blood, but
literal depictions of the metaphor are rare.

Image
p. 268: This perhaps early third-century graffiti was found inscribed on a wall in Rome. It is now
in the Palatine Antiquarian Museum. The young man apparently represents Alexamenos, with his hand
outstretched in worship. The idea of a crucified god is ridiculed by using the image of an ass. This may
be the very earliest pictorial representation of Christ’s crucifix, even prior to the earliest ones made by
believers.
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Suggestions, pp. 268–69
Some of these suggestions may be preferable to a traditional final examination.
7. The Book List (pp. 279–80) is organized under these categories: Autobiographies, Memoirs, Poetry
and Literature, Spiritual Classics. Each chapter has cited bibliography appropriate to its topic.
8. Each film that is listed here deals explicitly with Christianity, with relative accuracy, either
positively or negatively. Documentaries are listed separately: in some ways they can be more educative, but
they tend to feel dated rather quickly.

Chronology, pp. 271–77
This listing includes some significant dates in the history of Christianity. One assignment might be to
compare and contrast perhaps one century on this list with one available in some other source.

Book List, pp. 279–80
This listing includes some of the many worthwhile books penned by Christians. One assignment might
be a book report on one of these works.

